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Redirect to download Aao Transfer Form Patient In Active Treatment PDF after seconds Please take a minute to print and fill out the patient information form before your first appointment: If you are transferring from another orthodontist, it is very important that the AAO transfer form is filled out and received by our office prior to your initial consultation. This
form must be filled out by his former orthodontist himself, NOT a staff member. Once this form is complete, it can be emailed to smile@leeorthodontics.net. Again, we need to review this before the consultation appointment. Transfers must also have all of your previous records (X-rays, photos, etc.) sent or sent by email to our office prior to the initial
consultation. If you can't open pdf files, you can get Adobe Reader® for free. Come back to the top trust your smile to an orthodontist and get the specialized treatment you deserve. Questions to consider when investigating companies of direct orthodontics to the consumer. Early warning signs or concerns to consider in children, teenagers and adults. Posted
on July 31, 2018 - All blogs, orthodontic FAQs May come a time during your orthodontic treatment when you need to relocate, and therefore continue treatment in a different orthodontics office. Our office sees this situation quite often as we are in a military community, and changing orthodontists is not as difficult as you may think. Spillers Orthodontics works
with patients who are transferring to continue treatment with us or transferring due to the transfer, to make it seamless and easy for them. Transfer to a new orthodontist The first step in moving as a patient to Spillers Orthodontics is to resolve matters with your current orthodontist. Please notify them that you will change your orthodontics as soon as you
know it and request your orthodontic records. We hope you will be provided with a transfer form from the American Association of Orthodontists (AAO) that has all the information we need for you. Note that most orthodontic practices have a protocol that they use to help patients who move during treatment. During the process of acquiring records of your
current orthodontist, call Spillers Orthodontics at 478-953-2700 to schedule a new free patient examination at our Warner Robins or Macon location. Be sure to tell us that you are transferring from another orthodontics office. Moving out of our office patients who are transferring need to let us know about their plans to move as soon as possible. Let's go to to
the patient for an appointment to get photos and X-rays so we have an accurate record of where they are in treatment when transferred. It is very important that we have these records to communicate effectively with the next office about the continuity of your care. Spillers Orthodontics will complete a Orthodontists (AAO) transfer form that has all the
information about its treatment that its new orthodontist will need. Spillers Orthodontics never penalizes patients for moving to another orthodontist. We don't charge an exit fee like some offices, but we have no control over how the orthodontist who is transferring to the handles of his fees. At Spillers Orthodontics we only charge patients for the amount of
treatment that has been completed until the time of transfer. For example, if a patient pays us in full at the start of treatment and then needs to move to continue caring elsewhere, we owe them a refund of the treatment he paid for it has not been completed. If a patient pays a down payment and makes low monthly payments that extend beyond the time their
treatment will end, they are likely to owe us money. We use a tried and true formula that has worked very well for 24 years. Although transferring during orthodontic treatment may seem like a daunting task. Now you have the information you need to be a more informed patient! A special note for military families If you are a new resident looking to transfer to
an orthodontist near Robins Air Force Base, call us at 478-953-2700 today! We have extensive experience in treating military families and will make the process of changing orthodontists as smooth as possible. SolutionsSi your business advances by automating the most complex eSignature workflows. Flows.
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